


INTRODUCTION

Your new "KBA" Disk Harrow was built by an implement company

that has been building farm equipment for more than one hundred years.

Many workmen in this factory have been producing Disk Harrows for

twenty years or more, thus assuring the utmost in skill and good workman-

ship so essential to the production of fine Disk Harrows.

The purpose of this manual is to furnish information on operating, ad-

justing, lubricating and setting-up your new "KBA" Disk Harrow. This

manual also contains a complete parts list and illustrations helpful to

identification and location of parts.

This Disk Harrow at some future date may need service not covered

in this manual and we suggest you take advantage of the facilities offered

by your John Deere dealer. He has trained mechanics who are kept in-

formed on the best methods of John Deere service and can give you prompt

"know-how' ' service in the field or shop.

When in need of parts, go to your John Deere dealer. Be sure to give

him the size and year of your Disk Harrow. Your John Deere dealer is

prepared to furnish you with genuine John Deere parts.

John Deere Model "KBA" Tractor Disk Harrow

Size Date Purchased
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SPECIFICATIONS
Disk

Size Spacing

5 Ft 10-11/16 in.

5 Ft 7-1/8 in.

6 Ft

7 Ft

8 Ft

9 Ft

10 Ft

14 Ft

No. of Disks

12

16

20

24

28

32

36

48



OPERATION

MANUAL ROPE CONTROL.
Angling Gangs. Figure 2 shows gangs and drawbar in transport po-

sition. To angle gangs, first place drawbar in cocked position by backing

tractor until drawbar is fully telescoped. With rope released, drive forward

and gangs will immediately assume full cutting angle.

Figure 1 shows gangs angled.

If less than full cutting angle is desired and gangs are in full angle at the

time, pull trip rope, move forward slowly until gangs are in desired angle,

and drop latch into nearest slot in drawbar. If less than full angle is de-

sired at the start, engage latch in the slot wanted while backing tractor to

cock drawbar.

Straightening Gangs with Rope Control. Gangs are straightened

by pulling trip rope while moving forward. Gangs can also be straightened

by backing tractor without pulling rope until gangs are straight. Then pull

rope and go forward.

To Clear Gangs. Should gangs clog up in extremely trashy conditions,

they can be quickly cleared by merely backing tractor without pulling the

rope. This straightens the gangs and clears the trash. Gangs can also be

straightened enough to relieve load when in danger of stalling tractor by
pulling trip rope while moving forward.

IPowr-Trol Attachment. For Powr-Trol operating instructions refer

to the Tractor Manual which contains very important instructions for

operating and adjusting the Powr-Trol mechanism and for attaching or

detaching hoses. The Powr-Trol attachment also works with the hydraulic

system with any other tractor using a remote cylinder that conforms with
A.S.A.E.-S.A.E. standards. Read the instructions carefully before opera-

ting the harrow. For attaching Powr-Trol to harrow refer to Page 10.

Touch-o-matic Control Attachment for "M" and "MT" Tractors.
To angle gangs, pull Touch-o-matic lever to the rear. The chain attached to

lift bar pulls gangs into angle. Gangs can be angled while tractor is moving
forward or standing still. To straighten gangs, push Touch-o-matic lever

forward. Gangs can be straightened only when tractor is moving forward.

For attaching Touch-o-matic control to harrow refer to Page 13. For more
information on operating and adjusting the Touch-o-matic mechanism
refer to the Tractor Operator's Manual for the "M" or "MT" Tractors.



Figure 1—Model "KBA" 7-Foot Harrow in Cutting Position



ADJUSTMENTS.

Leveling Gan^s. If outside ends of front gangs cut too deep, increase

tbe tension of the spring or turnbuckle of the leveling device (Figure 2)

until g^ngs nm level. If outside ends cut too shallow, decrease the tension.

If inside ends of rear gangs cut too deep, tighten the compression springs

on the leveling device (Figure 2) by means of the large adjusting nuts at

outside end of springs. If inside ends of rear gangs cut too shallow, loosen

compression springs. Be sure to tighten lock nuts after adjustments are

made.

NOTE: If the harrow is to work properly, it is absolutely necessary that

the adjustments, as described above, be properly applied.

Operating Rear Gangs at Less Angle than Front Gangs. When
the angling links "D," Figure 1, are attached to the rear holes of front

angling arms, the rear gangs will operate at maximum cutting angle.

Moving inside end of angling links to any of the forward holes will reduce

the angle assumed by rear gangs when in cutting position.

Changing the Distance Between Rear Gangs. The rear gang arch

"Z," Figure 1, is shipped in the standard or middle adjustment as indicated

by arrows "B," Figure 1. To increase the distance between rear gangs,

remove the bolts which hold together the two sections of rear gang arch.

Pull gangs apart until bolts may be installed in position "A." Next dis-

connect outer ends of links "D," and attach them to rear angling arms,

using outside hole. For narrow adjustment of rear gangs, remove bolts

from gang arch and put the gangs together so bolts may be secured in

position "C." Disconnect outer ends of links "D," and attach them to

rear angling arms, using inside hole.

^REAR LEVELING DEVICE

-FRONT LEVELING DEVICE

ANGLING LEVER

Figure 2—Angling and Leveling Devices



MAINTENANCE SUGGESTIONS
Inspect your disk after the disking season and note excessively worn or

broken parts, so that repairs and replacements can be made during the

off season. Replace worn or broken parts promptly so that your disk

harrow will be ready for use when needed.

Repaint all parts necessary and protect all unpainted surfaces with a

good rust-preventive grease or oil.

Keep all bolts tightened securely.

Remember—Practically all trouble with new machines is due to im-

proper setting-up and lack of lubrication.

NOTE: After any replacement of disk or bearing parts be sure to draw up

nut on end of gang bolt very tight. Failure to do this will result in breakage or

loss of parts. When attaching gang frame standards to bearing be sure to

draw up bolts as tightly as possible.

LUBRICATION
Grease the bearings generously through fittings provided. Your disk

harrow is equipped with special hard alloy metal bearing spools and boxes

which give extremely long life. For best results, lubricate bearings with a

heat-resistant pressure gun grease such as Mobiloil Grease No. 2, Shell

-

Retinax A, Texaco-Marfak No. 1, Standard Oil-Stanobar No. 2, or any

other comparable grease made by a reputable refiner.

Oil all sliding members of the drawbar. Also oil all pivot points of power

control parts.

Special Equipment

A trailer hitch is available when ordered to use when a harrow or culti-

packer is to be connected to the Disk Harrow.

A spring tooth middlebreaker that cuts out the center strip left by the

front disk gangs is also available.

A front arch bracket can be furnished to make the drawbar rigid, so

that the front section of the "KBA" Harrow can be used as a single action

harrow.



SHIPPING BUNDLES



ASSEMBLY
MANUAL CONTROL.

1. Place the four gangs in position as shown in Figure 4.

2. Attach both front and rear angling arms to gang frames with bolts

"A," Figure 4.

3. Install front and rear angling arm braces.

4. Attach angling arm links between front and rear angling arms. When
links are attached at rear hole in angling arms, the rear gangs assume

the same angle as the front gangs when in working position. If it is de-

sirable to operate the harrow with rear gangs at less angle than front gangs,

see fourth paragraph under "Adjustments" on page 4.

Use middle hole when attaching other end of link to rear angling arms.

The other two holes are used only when rear gangs are set closer together

or farther apart than the standard adjustment. (See last paragraph on

page 4.)

5. To install the main frame proceed as follows: Remove the cotter

pin and tapered pin from the rear half of each pivot casting and lower

the main frame into position. It is not necessary to loosen bolts holding

the two halves of the pivot castings to do this. Figure 3 shows main frame

about to be lowered into position shown in Figure 5. The tapered pins must

go through holes in main frame.

6. Attach drawbar as follows: Remove

horizontal pivot pin from drawbar bracket

casting "B," Figure 4, and attach drawbar

to front of main frame as shown, using pivot

pin just removed from casting "B." Remove

the pins holding side links to drawbar. At-

tach end of links to outer end of each front

gang frame at "C" by inserting hook

through the loop from the inside. Attach

front end of side links to drawbar.

7. Attach front leveling device to front

gang frames. The brackets "D" should be

assembled to the spring before they are

bolted to the angling arms. On the 5- and 6-

Figure 3



SIDE LINK

Figure 4



Figure 5

foot sizes, a turnbuekle is used in place of

this spring.

8. Install the rear leveling devices as

shown in Figure 6.

For field adjustments of the leveling de-

vices, see the first three paragraphs under

"Adjustments" on page 4.

9. Attach rope to angling lever.

10. Attach scrapers. Adjust scraper blades

so the scraping edge of blade is flush against

disk and makes good contact its entire

width.

Figure 6



POWR-TROL OR REMOTE CYLINDER

When Powr-Trol or Remote Cylinder has been ordered, set up on the
harrow in the following manner:

Figure 7—Powr-Trol or Remote Cylinder Operating Parts

Harrow Sizes Below 14-Foot.

1. Attach front pivot "A" to drawbar with two carriage bolts.

2. Remove bolt from drawbar control lever "B." Spread lever and
slip in place on drawbar so welded pins on lever enter holes on sides of
drawbar. Assemble the links "C," Figure 8, to front pivot and lever with
pins and secure with cotter pins. When No. 1 Adapter is used (for the 5-
and 6-foot sizes of harrows) install the long pin "D," Figure 8, in lower
hole with extra length on left side to accommodate hose holder spring
link "E," Figure 8. When No. 2 Adapter (for 7-, 8-, 9-, and 10-foot sizes of
harrows) is used, connect links at upper hole "P."

3. Hydraulic cylinder is installed as shown in Figure 8. The front
end is placed into position without removing pin, but other pin must be
removed to attach piston end. Harrow can now be angled or straightened
at any time by operating Powr-Trol lever on tractor.

10
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Figure 8—Powr-Trol Operating Parts Installed

Install the Powr-Trol Adapter hose holder as shown in Figure 8 Be

sure it is installed on the left side of the harrow drawbar. The hose holder

holds the excess length of both hoses off the ground by means of the hose

support standard which is held vertical by the tension spring as shown.

Should the harrow break away from the tractor, the spring will permit the

standard to swing forward, allowing the hoses to straighten out before

they break away from tractor. After hoses break away from tractor the

standard will return to the vertical position holding the ends of the hoses

out of the dirt.

If the disk harrow is used at any time with a tractor not having a remote

control cylinder, it can be controlled by a rope as explained on page 1.

It is not necessary to remove Powr-Trol operating parts when using

rope control.

CAUTION: Before operating disk harrow, be sure to oil all

sliding members of drawbar as well as pivot points of Powr-Trol

parts. Also be sure to set the latch dog in the forward slot in channel

drawbar before hydraulic cylinder is used to angle and straighten

the gangs.

11
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Figure 9-P„Wr-Trol or Remote Cylinder Parts on ,4-Foot Harrou,

14-Foot Harrows.

• 1. Remove special bolts "A," Figure 9, from drawbar control lever

hU . It
d
:
a

r
contro1 in position °n drawbar «* ™^ ^aa i

ln° A, r : r
WaSh£rS S

°
CndS °f b°ltS enter holes in *"** **»nsta

1
hnks 'C» usmg long pin «D» at lever with extra length protrudingirom left side to accommodate hose holder spring link "E."

2. Install hose holder as shown in Figure 9, placing bushing «F» onhose holder standard on right side of front pivot before cotter pin Thisbushmg must be used to eliminate excessive side play of hose holder stand-am.
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TOUCH-O-MATIC ADAPTER

When Touch-o-matic adapter attachment has been ordered, attach to

the tractor and harrow drawbars in the following manner:

1. Lock drawbar of tractor in lowest position and disconnect linkage

from drawbar.

2. Attach lift bar to lower ends of rocker shaft lift links as shown in

Figure 10.

3. Fasten chain sheave guide to harrow drawbar and tractor drawbar,

as shown in Figure 10.

4. Raise power lift on tractor to extreme raised position.

5. Remove latch lever and latch dog from harrow drawbar.

i



6. With disk harrow in fully

angled position, run chain on bot-

tom side of drawbar channel, and

through slot in sliding latch box.

Pull chain through slot until it is

tight and place a washer and cotter

key in place as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11

"P
Figure 12

CONVERTING TO SINGLE ACTION
To convert the "KBA" Harrow for single action operation, remove the

rear gangs by dividing frame at "A" and "B," Figure 12. Disconnect the

angling levers at "C."

Remove the pin "D" from drawbar. Remove bolts from arch bracket

"E" and bolt in place between drawbar and arch of frame. This makes the

drawbar rigid for single action operation.

14



PARTS LIST AND ILLUSTRATIONS

It is important to remember that your Harrow is a John Deere "KBA,"

for identification purposes.

Exploded Views. From the exploded views of parts in the pages

which follow, it is easy to find any part or part number.

The exploded views also show the order of assembly of parts. If parts

are assembled properly, the implement will perform better.

Key Number. Each part has been given a key number which is used

only as a guide to find the part number, description and quantity used.

Do not use the key number when ordering parts.

Quantity. If only one of each part is used, the quantity is not shown.

If more than one of each part is used, the quantity is shown with the

description.

When purchasing parts from your John Deere dealer, give the follow-

ing information:

(a) Give year of your Harrow and Attachment.

(b) Give part number, description and quantity wanted.

(c) Where part numbers are not indicated, as in the case of standard

bolts, nuts, washers, cotters, etc., order by size and description.

Symbols and Abbreviations:

" —Inch Rd. —Round

' —Foot or Feet Hd. —Head

R. H.—Right-Hand Hex.—Hexagon

L. H.—Left-Hand

15



FRAME AND PIVOT BEARINGS

Key
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DRAWBAR
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DRAWBAR—Continued

Description

Pin (3/4" x 6-1/2", Rd. Hd. Rivet, Drilled)
Coupling, Drawbar
Pin (3/4" x 3-1/2", Rd. Hd. Rivet, Drilled)
Drawbar, 5- and 6-Ft.
Drawbar, 7-, 8-, 9-, and 10-Ft.
Drawbar, 14-Ft.
Guide, Drawbar Channel, Upper
Link, Drawbar Side, 5- and 6-Ft. (2 used)
Link, Drawbar Side, 7-, 8-, 9-, and 10-Ft. (2 used)
Link, Drawbar Side, 14-Ft. (2 used)
Lever, Drawbar
Slide and Latch Box, 5- and 6-Ft.
Slide and Latch Box, 7-, 8-, 9-, 10-, and 14-Ft.
Spring, Latch Dog
Channel, Drawbar Assembly, 14-Ft.
Rivet, Flat Head, 5/8" x 1-3/4" (2 used)
Plate, Drawbar Channel Coupling
Channel, Drawbar Assembly, 5- and 6-Foot (Consists of KK4733B,

KK4924B, and Two 17H590B)
Channel, Drawbar Assembly, 7-, 8-, 9-, and 10-Ft. (Consists'of
KK4734B, KK4924B, and Two 17H590B)

Clevis
Bolt, Machine, 3/4" x 3-1/2"
Rope, Angling, with Two Y4563B
Tie, Rope (2 used)
Pin, Cotter, 5/32" x 7/8"
Pin (7/16" x 2-1/4", Rd. Hd. Rivet, Drilled)
Dog, Latch, 5- and 6-Ft.
Dog, Latch, 7-, 8-, 9-, 10-, and 14-Ft.
Pin, Slide and Side Link, 5- and 6-Ft. (5/8" x 2-1/2" Rd. Hd. Rivet,

Drilled) (2 used)
Pin, Slide and Side Link, 7-, 8-, 9-, 10-, and 14-Ft. (5/8" x 3" Rd.
Hd. Rivet, Drilled) (2 used)

Pin, Cotter, 3/16" x 1-1/4" (2 used)
Bolt, Machine, 5/8" x 1-1/2", with Nut, 5- and 6-Ft.
Bolt, Machine, 5/8" x 1-3/4", with Nut, 7-, 8-, 9-, 10-, and 14-Ft.
Washer, Lock, 5/8" Medium
Guide, Drawbar Channel, Lower, 5- and 6-Ft.
Guide, Drawbar Channel, Lower, 7-, 8-, 9-, 10-, and 14-Ft.
Pin, Cotter, 3/16" x 1-1/2" (2 used)

NOTE: Only one part used in this grouping unless otherwise indicated.

Key



ANGLING BRACES AND LEVELING DEVICE
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ANGLING BRACES AND LEVELING DEVICE—Continued

Key Part No.

1



DISK GANG
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DISK GANG—Continued
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POWR-TROL ADAPTER—EXCEPT 14-FT.

Key Part No.

1 1 H 82 R
KK 4444 B
7H 1058 B
KK 5022 B
fAK 2695 B
[AK 2696 B
KK 4634 B

12H 13 R
AK 2388 B

Description

Pin, Cotter (3 used)
Link (2 used)
Bolt, Machine, 1/2" x 5-3/4", with Two Nuts
Pin (5/8" x 7", Rd. Hd. Rivet, Drilled)

Lever, Drawbar Control, 5- and 6-Ft.
Lever, Drawbar Control, 7-, 8-, 9-, and 10-Ft.
Pin (5/8" x 4-1/4", Rd. Hd. Rivet, Drilled)
Bolt, Carriage, 1/2" x 1-1/2", with Nut (2 used)
Washer, Lock, 1/2" Medium (2 used)
Pivot, Drawbar, Front

24



POWR-TROL ADAPTER—14-FT.

Key



POWR-TROL ADAPTER HOSE HOLDER

12 3 4 5

Key Part No.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12

G 2112 B
KK 4786 B
KK 4770 B
22H 111 B
S 2955 D
KK4771 B
KK 3061 B
(KK 4772 B
IKK 4920 B
P 555 B
11H 78 R

(i2H"i6 R
KK 4769 B

Description

Collar, Adjusting
Pin (5/16" x 2-1/2", Rd. Hd. Rivet, Drilled)
Holder, Hose
Screw, Set, Cup Point, 7/1 6" x 7/8"
Pin, Spring Locking
Standard, Hose Support
Spring, Hose Holder
Link, Spring Hook, 5~, 6-, 7-, 8-, 9-, and 10-Ft.
Link, Spring Hook, 14-Ft. only
Bushing, Hose Support, 14-Ft. only
Pin, Cotter, 3/16" x 3/4"
Bolt, Carriage, 5/16" x 1", with Nut
Washer, Lock, 5/16" Medium
Clip, Spring

26



PARTS TO CHANGE "KBA" TRACTOR DISK HARROW TO SINGLE ACTION

Key

1

2

part |sj 0>
Description

AK 1548 B Bracket, Drawbar and Front Arch

8H 923 R Bolt, Machine, 5/8" x 1-3/4", with Nut

12H 15 R Washer, Lock, 5/8" Medium
Bolt, Machine, 3/4" x 4-1/2", with Nut

12H 17 R Washer, Lock, 3/4" Medium

27



MIDDLEBREAKER ATTACHMENT

Key

1

Part No.

N 674 M
Description

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

. Shovel, 4 1/2"

\ ioH*'iiD S?
11;^',' Countersunk Short

>
Sc

*
uare p,ow

> 3/8" X
Washer, Lock, 3/8" Medium (2 used)
Tooth, Spring
Screw, Set, Cup Point, 1/2" x 1 " (2 used)
Nut, Square, 1/2" (2 used)
Bracket, Adjusting
Beam
Screw, Set, Cup Point, 5/8" x 2"
Clamp, Beam
Nut, Square, 5/8"

1" (2 used)

KK 3362 B
22H 152 B
14H 12 B
AK 1664 B
KK 4074 B
22H 248 R
KK 4075 B
14H 16 B

NOTE: Only one part used in this grouping unless otherwise indicated.
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TOUCH-O-MATIC CONTROL ATTACHMENT FOR 5- AND 6-FT. FOR
MODEL "M" TRACTOR

6961

Key Part No.

1 AK 2126 B
2 11 H 39 R
3 H 1609 B
4 AK 2127 B
5 12H 13 R
6 7H 860 R
7 24H 636 B
8 11 H 139 R
9 KK4546B
10 JD 7759

Description

Bar, Lift

Pin, Cotter, 1/8" x 3/4"

Pin (5/16" x 1-1/4", Rd. Hd. Rivet, Drilled)

Sheave and Bracket, Drawbar
Washer, Lock, 1/2" Medium
Bolt, Machine, 1/2" x 3"

Washer, Plain, 2" x 15/16", No. 10

Pin, Cotter, 5/16" x 2"

Chain
Fitting, Grease, 1/8" Straight

NOTE: Only one part used in this grouping unless otherwise indicated.

TRAILER HITCH ATTACHMENT

3 4

Key Part No. Description

1 KK 4066 B Bracket
2 KK 4067 B Strap, Bracket
3 12H 13 R Washer, Lock, 1/2" Medium (2 used)

4 7H 879 R Bolt, Machine, 1/2" x 3-1/4" (2 used)

NOTE: Only one part used in this grouping unless otherwise indicated.

29
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NUMERICAL INDEX

°art Page
No. No. Key

7H 860 R 29 6
7H 879 R 29 4
7H 1058 B 24 3

25 3

8H910R 19 23
21 9

8H 923 R 19 23
8H 1341 B 16 2

11H38R 17 6
11H39R 29 2
11H59B 19 18
11H78R 26 10
11H82R 19 22

24 1

11H84R 19 26
11H 113 R .... 25 1

11H 115 B 16 7
11H139R 29 8

12H 11 R 28 3
12H 13 R 16 6

17 1

23 6
24 8
29 5
29 3

12H15R 19 24
20 10
27 2

12H17R 27 3

12H19R 25 7

HH12B 28 6
14H 16 B 28 11
14H25B 23 14
14H346A 21 1

14H353A 21 7

I/H590B 19 11

22H 111 B 26 4
22H 152 B 28 5
22H 248 R 28 9

24H636B... 29 7
24H 658 B 21 25

AK
AK 1548 B . 27 1

AK1664B... 28 7
AK2064B... 19 4

Part
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Farm Accidents Can Be Prevented

wdU l>fo44A Jlelp,

NO accident prevention program can be successful with-

out the whole-hearted cooperation of the person who

is directly responsible for the operation of equipment.

To read accident reports from all over the Country is

to be convinced that a large number of accidents can be

prevented only bv the operator anticipating the result be-

fore the accident is caused and doing something about it.

No power-driven equipment, whether it be transportation

or processing, whether it be on the highway, in the harvest

field, or in the industrial plant, can be safer than the man

who is at the controls. If farm accidents are to be pre-

vented-and they can be prevented-it will be done by the

operators who accept a full measure of their responsibility.

It is true that the designer, the manufacturer, the safety

engineer can help; and they will help, but their combined

efforts can be wiped out by a single careless act of the

operator.

It is said that "the best kind of a safety device is a care-

ful operator." We ask you to be that kind of an operator.

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL



JOHN DEERE
QUALITY EQUIPMENT

tor your farming operations

f1^5J.
ORS! Stand«d-tread, general-purpose and orchard wheel-type tractors in many sizes and types; a light track-type tractor.
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CULTIVATORS: One-, two-, four-, and six-row for fl*f r^n*^

DUSTERS: For cotton, corn, and vegetables

fAUM WAGONS, R»kbe,.»,^ ,M„. w,g„„ bo.

JOHN DEERE
GAVE TO THE WORLD THE STEEL PLOW

IN 1837


